1. Hanoi Antiques Tour
Available 6 Days Per Week // 2 - 3 Day Tour

More than just antiques – a voyage into Hanoi offers a scintillating array of both design inspiration and experiences. From the brightly colored silks and lanterns to the artisanal handmade hardware and modern day home goods, the mot de jour in Vietnam is art. That’s art de vivre as well as art de la table – onwards to art for the walls. Vendors sell everything from tourist art, to kitsch and contemporary painting as well as vintage propaganda posters and lithographs. When it comes to furniture – the antiques are varied. The glitzy Indochine and Shanghai influence on the Art Deco Vietnamese pieces are distant cousins to that of the rest of South East Asia. And the variety of furnishings made from exotic woods – surprising and unexpected. Tea Tables made from chicken wood crowd shops with Chinese Shop House furniture. Being multi-cultural means the county is also multi-religion and the religious relics and fragments on offer represent everything from Taoism, to Catholicism to the folk beliefs of the countryside. Ceramics are the real draw for collectors – with pieces being thousands of years old as well as bronze ware dating to Vietnam’s Dong Son era. On your Vietnam antiques tours we will translate and negotiate on your behalf, maximizing your time and money. We also liaise you with a shipper to get your purchases home.